
What Happens at a Green Corn Project Dig-in

This is an overview of what happens on a dig-in day including the time we spend preparing for the day at
The Training Kitchen and once  we reach the garden site. Both logistic and gardening information is
provided and though it may seem detailed, most of it becomes second nature after assisting a dig-in
leader a time or two.

At The Training Kitchen:

1. Meet at 8:30 ahead of the volunteers to give the leaders a chance to discuss the gardens for the
day - volunteers are asked to arrive at 8:45.

2. One of us will serve as a greeter to make sure everyone signs-in, gets a name tag and is assigned
a task. If we have enough volunteers, we sometimes have a side project that the greeter can lead
like creating additional plant markers or sorting bulk seeds into packets.

3. One of us will lead each of the 3 main tasks:
a. Bring out and sort tools based on how many teams and team sizes - on average, each

team should take 4 forks, 2 rakes, 5 weeders and trowels, 2 cultivators and a brush for
cleaning the 4 inch pots and tools before returning. Again, this varies depending on team
sizes.

b. Sort plants - create a tray for each team. For a typical garden, include 2 of each vegetable
variety and 2 or 3 herbs. Larger gardens require additional plants.

c. Bag compost into plastic bags. We take 2-3 bags to a typical site but often need more for
large gardens. It’s also helpful to have extra bags available for weekday events. In
general, more is good.

At the garden site:

1. Count the tools before starting work  and note on the direction sheet in your clipboard.
2. Note the number of seed packet sets, number of plants, and number of volunteers. There should

be a spot on the direction sheet for this as well. This helps us compile data on our outreach.
3. Greet the gardener and introduce the team
4. Circle around the garden or the spot for the new garden
5. Review tool safety and proper use of tools:

a. Keep unused tools in 1 place
b. Use minimal force to avoid flinging dirt or losing control of a tool.
c. Use body weight and leverage, not muscles
d. Mention that we’ll need to clean the tools when finished as explained below.

6. Discuss our general gardening philosophy:
a. We use only organic methods and products.
b. Minimize soil disturbance to foster microbial life.
c. Regular topdressing with compost to add organic matter for water retention, soil

structure, and habitat/nutrients for microbes.
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d. Space plants close enough together to shade the soil but not compete for air, light, and
nutrients (see planting guide below).

e. Mulch bare soil.
f. Plant a cover crop or mulch (4 to 6 inches deep) when not gardening (e.g. a school in

summer or a gardener skipping a season).
7. Review what’s currently in the garden - distinguish between weeds, previous season plants that

are done, and plants the gardener wants to keep.
8. Observe the general condition of the soil - e.g. is it loose or compacted, crusty on top, was it

mulched? In general, does it look healthy?
9. Refurb steps:

a. Loosen soil with forks without turning, taking care with plants we want to keep.
b. Remove spent plants or cut at ground level leaving roots to decompose.
c. Pull weeds taking care not to remove desired plants. Carefully knock all soil off of the

weed roots - aggregates (clumps attached to roots) are nutritious and they weigh down
the weed bags.

d. Add a thin layer of compost and sift into top inch or two of soil.
e. Plant - see garden layout section below.

10. Garden layout
a. Place plants in relation to the sun – tall plants (e.g. tomatoes or trellising cucumbers) on

the north side
b. Space plants according to the chart provided separately – close enough that leaves touch

and shade the soil but still allow sun and air circulation and avoid water and nutrient
competition.

c. Spacing and depth for seeds are specified in a separate chart. Note, depth is
proportional to the size of the seed - generally between 1/8th inch and ½ inch.

d. Pat down soil around plants and seeds gently - enough to avoid air pockets and create
support for transplants but not enough to pack the soil.

e. Create and leave a map for the gardener if requested.
f. Sample garden layouts are provided on separate sheets.

11. Discuss garden maintenance with the recipient and volunteers – watering, thinning, weeding,
mulching, harvesting, pest management. Refer to the GCP maintenance guide.

a. Daily watering will be required initially to keep the soil moist enough for seeds to
germinate. If the weather is hot and dry, daily watering may need to be continued until
plants are well established. Moist soil is especially important for seeds. Show how to test
for adequate moisture by pressing a finger into the soil.

12. Finishing steps:
a. Count tools to verify none have been left or any belonging to the gardener weren’t

mistakenly taken.
b. Clean tools scraping off any mud or dirt so they’ll be ready for the next team.
c. Rinse pots so we can use them next season
d. Make notes on the direction sheet (how it went, how the gardener used their harvest,

any follow-up needed, etc) prior to returning the clipboard.
e. Leave weed bag at gardener’s curb if they have pickup and they’re ok with it. If not,

return bag to Rosewood site.
13. Return the tools to the proper slot under the Quonset hut and the clipboard to the plastic tub (if

someone forgot to leave the plastic tub you can put the clipboard in the shed).
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